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The Revelation of Divine Truth
In the depth of every human being, there is a
profound need for answers to the fundamental questions of
existence. Is there a God? What is beyond this life? Why is
there suffering? What is Truth? What is Reality?
The Adidam Advocate is an opportunity to be
introduced to the Wisdom-Revelation of Avatar Adi Da,
whose Teachings truly and completely address all of these
fundamental questions. How can Avatar Adi Da resolve these
fundamental questions? Because He speaks, not from the
point of view of the human dilemma, but directly from the
unique Freedom of His Divine State. Adi Da’s Birth in 1939
was an intentional embrace of the human situation, for the
sake of Revealing the Way of Divine Liberation to all and
Offering the Spiritual Blessing that carries beings to that true
Freedom. He is thus the fulfillment of the ancient intuitions
of the “Avatar”—the One Who Appears in human Form, as a
direct manifestation of the Unmanifest Reality.
Through a 28-year process of Teaching-Work
(beginning in 1972), Avatar Adi Da established the Way of
Adidam—the Way of the devotional and Spiritual
relationship to Him. In those years of Teaching, He spoke for
many hours with groups of His devotees—always looking for
them, as representatives of humanity, to ask all of their
questions about God, Truth, Reality, and human life. In
response, He Gave the ecstatic life of real Divine
Communion with Him, and all the details of how that process
unfolds. Thus, He created a new tradition, based on His direct
Revelation (as Avatar) of the Divine Reality.
To read Avatar Adi Da’s Writings and the stories of
His devotees is a great Blessing—for His Teaching is itself an
Agent of His Spiritual Awakening-Power. As you will
discover, Avatar Adi Da Samraj does not offer you a set of
beliefs, or even a set of Spiritual techniques. He simply
Offers you His Revelation of Truth as a Free Gift. If you are
moved to take up His Way, He invites you to enter into an
extraordinarily deep and transformative devotional and
Spiritual relationship to Him.
To find Avatar Adi Da Samraj is to find the Very
Heart of Reality—tangibly felt in your own heart as the
Deepest Truth of Existence.
This is the great mystery that you are invited to
discover.
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On The Dawn Horse Testament
Of The Ruchira Avatar
Dear Reader,
In this issue of The Adidam Advocate, we celebrate the
upcoming publication of the most recent and greatly expanded
edition of Avatar Adi Da’s principal and most summary text,
The Dawn Horse Testament Of The Ruchira Avatar. The Dawn
Horse Testament contains Adi Da’s Instruction about the entire
progress of the Way of Adidam (or the Way of the Heart that
He has Revealed and Given), from childhood to Most Perfect
Realization of the Divine Reality, along with all of what might
be called the philosophical basis of Adidam, or all of Avatar
Adi Da’s Teachings and Revelations about the nature of both
the Divine Reality and the conditional reality. This includes
such topics as the total structure of the ego as the root of
suffering, Avatar Adi Da’s Confessions of His egoless
Realization and His Compassion and Love for all beings,
explanations of all the traditional samadhis (or much-sought
Spiritual experiences), the process of death and reincarnation,
the Nature of Consciousness and of Divine Enlightenment, the
practice of Yogic sexuality, and the way to understand and
grow beyond the suffering of early-life patterning. Below, you
will find a quotation from the Text, stories about Adi Da’s
creation of The Dawn Horse Testament, and excerpts from an
interview with Jonathan Condit, Adi Da’s senior editorial
assistant, about the expansion of The Dawn Horse Testament
over the last several years, which has resulted in the edition that
will be available in mid-October 2004. We begin with a passage
from Sutra 68 of The Dawn Horse Testament.
***

The Paradox of Reality
A Passage from Sutra 68 of Avatar Adi Da’s Dawn Horse
Testament
There Is No “thing”.
There Is No “other”.
There Is No Separate person.
There Is No world.
There Is No Cosmic Domain.
There Is No such experience.
There Are No Two “Things”.
There Is Only One.
There Is Only This Samadhi.

meaning of death and the design of the cosmos, the ultimate
Mysteries of Divine Enlightenment.
For the next nine months, Avatar Adi Da continued to
write and revise His manuscript, doing everything possible to
make sure that His Teaching-Summary was written in perfect
detail for all time. Finally, on March 21, 1985, after completing
a full review, Avatar Adi Da declared that the book was ready
for publication. One of the editors, Michael Wood, whose task it
had been to type Avatar Adi Da’s new writing into the
computer each day, remembers the remarkable weather
phenomena that coincided with that moment of completion:

This Samadhi Is Utterly Oblivious—Without a
smallest shape Of “Difference”, or Even a sizeless particle Of
Separation....
Thus, This Immense Cycle Of Motions and worlds
and epochs—With All The Suffering In It, and Everything It
Involves Altogether—Is Not Happening, and Never Did
Happen.
There Is No Suffering.
There Is No Godlessness.
There Is Not The Slightest Modification Of The
Divine “Bright” Spherical Self-Domain.
This Is Really So—Not Merely Metaphorically So.
Even What Appears To Be Your present lifetime Of
Difficulty and Struggle Is Not Happening, and Never
Happened—Apart From Reality Itself. And, Yet, From any
Particularized point of view, The Reality (In Reality) Of All
Apparent Happenings Is Clearly and Undeniably So.
Reality (Itself, and Totally) Is An Immense (and, Yet,
Perfectly Sizeless) Paradox That Cannot (From any conditional
point of view) Be Comprehended. Ultimately, All conditional
Efforts To Investigate Reality and Figure It Out Are
Confounded. Only Reality Itself Comprehends Itself (and
whatever and All That Is conditionally Existing). Therefore,
Paradoxically, The Context For Realizing Truth Is The
Condition Of Absolute Confoundedness (or Divine Ignorance).
Truly, Most Perfect Divine Self-Realization, or Divine
Enlightenment, or Most Ultimate Divine Awakening, Requires
(As A Prerequisite) That You Be Absolutely Confounded,
Absolutely knowledgeless, and Absolutely Surrendered—
Utterly Free Of Any Effort To Control or To Survive. Indeed,
The Basic Law and Process Of the human being Is A Matter Of
Going Beyond Separate self—and Going Beyond The Search
For Control, and The Search For Survival, and The Search For
knowledge, and The Search For Power—and Investing oneself
In The Divine Oblivion, Utterly Surrendered, Without Control.

MICHAEL: During the last month of Avatar Adi Da’s Work on
The Dawn Horse Testament, three big storms came either right
to Naitauba or to nearby areas of Fiji. There was an almost
continuous series of storms, and only on two or three days were
any boats able to travel to or from Naitauba. This very stormy
time seemed to me to be obviously connected to Avatar Adi
Da’s completion of His Dawn Horse Testament. The profundity
of what He was doing was being reflected in the energies of
Nature, a phenomenon that we have often observed. But this
was uncommonly dramatic. On the day that Avatar Adi Da
announced that He had finished the book—which coincided
with the spring equinox—an incredible thunderstorm sprang
up, out of nowhere, at about five in the morning. The thunder
and lightning seemed to be centered at the Matrix [Adi Da’s
residence on the eastern side of the island], as if emanating
from Avatar Adi Da’s Domain. I could see a big cloud right
over the Matrix, and directly above the cloud lightning was
continuously crackling in horizontal patterns. A devotee who
was familiar with traditional Spiritual literature reminded us
that in the Upanishads the sound of thunder is said to be “Da”.
Even with the publication of The Dawn Horse
Testament in late 1985, which was joyfully received, read, and
marvelled over by Avatar Adi Da’s devotees everywhere, He
felt that His Work was still not being received at depth. There
was no absolute difference between the world and His
devotees—His devotees were simply representative of
humanity in general and of the universal egoic impulse to selfsatisfaction, self-protection, and immunity from the wounds of
life and love. They were continuing to hold out for selffulfillment, both worldly (in the domain of “money, food, and
sex”) and “Spiritual” (looking for satisfaction in apparent
Spiritual advancement). They were still unprepared for the
depth of the Spiritual process that the Divine Avatar was so
passionate to offer them.
On October 4, 1985, the night that Avatar Adi Da was
presented with the first publication of The Dawn Horse
Testament, He spoke about the most significant and difficult
transition in a human life—the movement beyond an egocentric
existence (based on the search for consolation) to an egotranscending life of service to, and devotional absorption in, the
Divine.

***

Origins: How The Dawn Horse Testament
Was Begun
An Excerpt from Chapter Nine of
Adi Da: The Promised God-Man Is Here
In 1984, Avatar Adi Da Samraj began to write His
summary Divine Scripture, His Ultimate Instruction for all
humankind.
From the early years of His Teaching-Work,
collections of Avatar Adi Da’s Discourses, Essays, and practical
Instructions to devotees had been published. But He had never
written a full summary of His Wisdom-Teaching. The time had
not yet come. He was still making His Wisdom-Teaching,
bringing It into existence via the living relationship with His
devotees. But now, by 1984, His Teaching-Revelation had
achieved a fullness that moved Him to put It into summary
book-form.
Divine Revelations flowed from His pen—the secrets
of esoteric anatomy, the developmental process of Spiritual
Awakening, the technical details of emotional-sexual Yoga, the

AVATAR ADI DA SAMRAJ: You must go through the inevitable
and natural crisis of the transition to Spiritually Awakened life,
and that is a profound matter. If it were not profound, most
difficult, and something that people in general are not prepared
for, human beings all over the world would be Spiritually
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After completing my Ph.D., I did spend ten years
practicing as a Zen Buddhist. During those years, my Ph.D.
thesis was published by Cambridge University Press (under
the title Music of the Korean Renaissance) and I wrote
articles for ethnomusicological journals and so forth and
lectured on that topic from time to time. Finally, through a
series of events that struck me very forcibly, I realized that
engaging spiritual life was not going to lead to anything
unless I had a teacher who had Realized what the practice
was about. It took me many years to discover that that was
what was really required. But as soon as I realized that, a
friend of mine said, “You should read The Knee Of
Listening.” [The Knee Of Listening is Avatar Adi Da’s
spiritual autobiography.] Everything went very rapidly from
that point on, and I became a devotee of Avatar Adi Da a few
months after reading The Knee Of Listening in 1984.
Almost as soon as I became a devotee of Avatar Adi
Da, I was drawn more and more into serving Beloved Adi
Da’s Literature. The first form of service I had was working
for the book distribution company that devotees owned in the
1980s, called “The Great Tradition”. I had an office job and
worked in the warehouse there, literally shipping Beloved
Adi Da’s Books out to people and preparing catalog entries
and that kind of thing. And then—I think it was in 1988—I
was asked if I would be willing to replace James Steinberg as
the librarian at the Mountain Of Attention Sanctuary, because
James was about to go to serve Beloved Adi Da at His
principal residence in Fiji, the island of Naitauba. I had three
days in which to “download” everything from James about
the job that he had been doing for decades. I went to the
Sanctuary for the weekend and he showed me the ropes as
well as he could in the time we had. Then he flew off to
Naitauba and I was the librarian! This put me in a very direct
service-relationship to Beloved Adi Da because in those days
He was reviewing very large numbers of books for The
Basket Of Tolerance (an annotated bibliography that
embraces all the religious, spiritual, and cultural traditions of
humankind). Every week we would send fifty or sixty items
to Naitauba for Adi Da’s review. I spent a lot of time in
bookstores in Berkeley, looking for suitable books for Adi
Da, and also solicited other people’s help in finding things
and serving His Process with The Basket Of Tolerance. Then,
in September 1990, I went on a (supposedly) three-week
retreat to Naitauba. At the end of my retreat, I was asked to
become a resident of Naitauba and join the serving staff
there, which I was thrilled to do. The next time I left the
island was six years later! And more and more I began to be
drawn into editorial work.
One of the principles of working on Beloved Adi
Da’s manuscripts is that whenever He does anything on a
manuscript “three pairs of eyes” need to look at everything
and check to make sure it’s correct. In other words, three
people proofread anything that Beloved Adi Da writes. (He
writes by hand, and that is entered into the computer and then
reprinted.) At first, I was the “third pair of eyes”, so I would
get a call every so often saying that the manuscript was ready
and I was needed to come down and proofread it. In those
days, the editorial office—rather incredibly—was right next
to the ocean. You would step out of the door directly onto the

Awakened by now. This crisis of transition is the most profound
and unwelcome change that confronts humanity. That change
has been unwelcome for thousands of years.
This Way of life that I have Given is not idealistic. It is
realistic. The transition to Spiritually Awakened life requires a
realistic confrontation with your limitations in the gross-bodybased life. These are the most vulgar, the most immature, the
most primitive limitations. They are associated with the most
basic physical, emotional, mental, and sexual functions to
which you have adapted.
It is no longer My business to shoulder your
responsibilities. I have Given you My Word, My Promise. My
Work is evident to you in every day of your life. Therefore, you
must give Me another word, another report, a different sound
than the one I have received. You are in the most difficult
position of adolescence—the position of being directly
confronted by the Absolute Truth. You—more than anyone who
might merely casually observe My Word and Promise and
Presence—must exhibit the revolution of response to Me in your
own body-mind.
—October 4, 1985
***

Recent Expansions of
The Dawn Horse Testament
An Interview with Jonathan Condit,
Senior Editorial Assistant to
Avatar Adi Da Samraj
JONATHAN: From childhood I had an “academic karma”,
you could say. I was always reading and always interested in
books and interested in ideas. It was somewhat of a surprise,
even to me, when in college I found that my primary interest
was really religion and spiritual matters—although it took me
a while to understand that that was something to be practiced,
not just something to read about! But before I got seriously
involved in any form of spiritual practice, I first spent a
period of time in Korea in the Peace Corps and also studying
Korean music. I actually made quite an intensive study of
traditional Korean music and then went on to do a Ph.D. in
that field. I feel that the training I received in graduate school,
in writing my thesis, was probably the most helpful education
I had in preparation for serving Beloved Adi Da’s editorial
Work. Interestingly enough, however, at the time that I was
in graduate school—a three-year program at Cambridge
University—I was burning up with my desire to drop all
things academic and simply devote myself to spiritual
practice. And I almost did drop out of graduate school and
return to a Zen monastery, but the obligations that I had
incurred to my professor convinced me that I couldn’t just
drop it and that I had to complete my course of study. At the
time, I thought I was relinquishing my impulse to devote
myself to spiritual life, whereas, in fact, I was getting the
training that was later going to enable me to serve Beloved
Adi Da. So that was one of those amusing and highly useful
twists of fate.
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and questions, and what the areas were in which we were not
clear, and He would respond to all of that in His Discourse.
And then, as I said, He would frequently ask that a certain
Talk be prepared in the style of The Dawn Horse Testament
and then a placement suggested within the Book. Then He
would review what we had prepared, and (typically) Work
with it further.
For example, He Gave a Talk one night in which He
was Addressing a particular devotee about “victimconsciousness”. It was a very inspiring address in which
everyone felt personally served by what Adi Da Said to this
one man. And then, a day or two later, Beloved Adi Da Said
that the Talk about “victim-consciousness” should be added
to The Dawn Horse Testament. It became part of His whole
“Consideration” about understanding the ego, or the selfcontraction. Here is an excerpt from that “Consideration”:

sand, with the water just yards away. It’s amusing to think
about it now—computers right in the salty air. And I would
go down there and proofread and was drawn more and more
into the process of serving Avatar Adi Da’s manuscripts, and
eventually became the senior editor of those who assist
Beloved Adi Da in His direct Work with His Word.
There have been certain gigantic periods of Beloved
Adi Da’s great concentration of working on His manuscripts
over the years that I have been involved in that process. For
example, in 1994, His extensive review of The Knee Of
Listening took place, during which we intensively processed
His additions and refinements to that Book and did whatever
He asked to have done in the manuscript. Then, in 1997—in
an amazingly short period of a few months—He created the
twenty-three “Source-Texts”. This was another intensive
effort for us, and involved many long hours for Him as well.
It was concentrated work of a kind that it is difficult to even
imagine before you are actually involved in it.
1998 was His time of expanding and refining The
Mummery Book. And, finally, last year, in 2002, from May to
September, Avatar Adi Da did His major review of The
Dawn Horse Testament, in which He Worked with the entire
Text from beginning to end.
Those have been the four most significant periods of
concentrated editorial Work done by Beloved Adi Da during
the years that I have served as one of His editorial assistants.
By the time I started serving in the editorial department, the
kinds of computer procedures that Beloved Adi Da could take
advantage of were very well established. And so He would
very often give instructions to us like, “Wherever such-andsuch a word occurs, consider whether it should have this
particular modifier, and then propose all of those potentially
modified instances for Me to look at.” An example from
recent time would be the word “Bright” (by which Avatar
Adi Da means the Self-Existing and Self-Radiant Divine
Reality). He wanted us to consider, every time the word
“Bright” appeared, whether the word “Spiritually” should be
inserted in front of it—“Spiritually ‘Bright’” or “Spiritually
Self-‘Bright’”. That was part of what was done in the last
review of The Dawn Horse Testament. In every instance of
that word, it was recommended to Beloved Adi Da either to
have the adverb added or not and He would then make the
final decision.
Another aspect of our work (which became more
and more a part of the way He would work with His
manuscripts) was that He would ask for something that He
had Spoken to be added to The Dawn Horse Testament (or
sometimes to one of the other “Source-Texts”). It would then
be the responsibility of the editors to take the transcript of His
Talk or His Notes and prepare them in the style of whichever
book they were to be added to. This happened with great
frequency in 1995, which was the last gathering period with
large numbers of devotees in attendance. He had gathered for
many years with different sizes of groups and especially from
‘92 to ‘95 on Naitauba He would frequently gather with all of
His devotees on the island—often both residents and
retreatants. As always, He was Working in a responsive
manner, bringing various issues up, seeing how devotees
responded and what kinds of questions they had, and Giving
Talks on that basis. He was always sensitive to our concerns

The self-Contraction Is The Act Of Separation. The
self-Contraction Is The Act Of Casting Yourself Into The
Illusion Of Separateness, Independence, Isolation, and (In
The Ultimate Sense) Un-Wholeness. The self-Contraction Is
Your Reaction To conditional Existence. This Reaction Is
egoity itself, and It Is Always Your Own activity. All Your
Seeking, All Your Disturbance, and All Your Dissatisfaction
Are Your Own activity. This Is What Must Be Understood
Through The Process Of “Reality Consideration”. This
Understanding Is The Essence Of True Hearing Of Me. To
Understand This Is To Be Free Of “victim-consciousness”,
or the notion that Your Fundamental Difficulty Is Somehow
caused by others or by the conditions Of Manifested
Existence.
That is just one example. There are many, many
such examples not only over recent years but throughout all
His years of Work of Avatar Adi Da Speaking about
something and then including it in The Dawn Horse
Testament or elsewhere.
Jonathan’s commentary continues in this next section,
where he describes the devotional practice involved in
serving Avatar Adi Da in this form:
JONATHAN: It is an inestimable Gift to be constantly
occupied with Beloved Adi Da’s Word, as I have been now
for ten years. I can’t express enough gratitude and happiness
about it. And through the intensive service to Adi Da’s Work
with His Word have come many Gifts of growth and
understanding.
One example is that when we’re doing intensive
work with His manuscripts, it is typically more work than
you might think you could do in the amount of time you
have. Avatar Adi Da never gives an open-ended schedule to
anything. He would never say, for instance, that such-andsuch needs to be done and just do it as soon as you can. His
own Urgency relative to His Work is profound, and He
always Works to create the circumstances that make possible
real growth and self-transcendence for His devotees. He
always asks us to commit to when we are going to complete
the work and re-present the manuscript to Him. There is thus
a combination of having to finish the work very quickly but
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self-Contracted Heart) Remains So, Even When My Own
Confession and All These Me-Revealing Words Are Made
and Given To each and all. Therefore, My Divine HeartSecret Is The Heart Itself, Who Must Hear and See Me
“Brighten” Up The Space, and Go The Way It Is. . . .
[The Way of Adidam] Is Not The conventional Path
Of worldliness, egoic security, orderly consolations, and
psycho-physical self-Fulfillment—As If What Is Eternally
Free (and Always Already Most Prior To all conditional
activity, and Always Already Most Prior To All egoity and
Separateness) Made (or Separately Caused) the conditional
worlds and all conditional beings, and Made (or Caused)
them For their own Sake. The conditional worlds and their
Seeming Separate beings arise Spontaneously, As Apparent
Modifications Of The Transcendentally Self-Existing (and
Self-Radiant, or Inherently Spiritual) Divine Self-Condition
Of Mere Being—and many causes, Great and small, Make
effects In The Seeming Distances and Surfaces Of conditional
life. Therefore, To Live Rightly Is To Be Schooled To Reality
Itself, Realizing The . . . Conscious Light In Stages Of Growth
and Out-Growing—Until The Cosmic Domain Itself (and All
Of Separateness Itself) Is Out-Grown.

also having to do it with total accuracy and discrimination.
We would frequently be on the brink of just barely
managing to do things correctly because of the pressure of
time, and occasionally He would find that we had made a
mistake. In that case, He would always require us to account
for exactly why it happened, because He wanted us to be
clear about what had gone wrong in the process. In one very
summary moment of this kind of situation, He said something
to us that was profoundly Instructive: “You begin to make
mistakes when you decide that you have too much work to
do.” In other words, it wasn’t a “reality” that we had too
much to do—we had decided that it was more than we were
capable of.
Another thing in general that Beloved Adi Da has
said about service to Him is that He tells us what we would
have to do in order to fulfill the service as sadhana—that is,
as ego-transcending practice. Thus, if He asks for something
to be done in a very short space of time and if the devotees
who are doing the service come up to the demand, they
transcend themselves in the process. And self-transcendence
is what the practice of this Way is about. There were times
when we would all literally be nodding off at our keyboards,
but we had to find a way to break through that and
collectively and cooperatively accomplish what He was
asking of us.
One such moment occurred at the end of 1997, when
we celebrated Beloved Adi Da having completed His initial
creation of the twenty-three “Source-Texts”. Just prior, we
had been in one of these cycles when we were beginning to
make some mistakes and we were falling into despair about
how we were going to crack out of this pattern. Just then, we
received a question from Beloved Adi Da: “Is there any
reason at all that My Work on the twenty-three Books should
not be finished today?” We were just amazed that He was
taking this turn and we considered it and responded that there
was no reason that the work could not be finished that day.
There were three of us working in the editorial
office at that point, and we took shifts allowing us to send
round after round of manuscripts back to Him throughout the
day. The very last thing He did was to underline one word in
The Lion Sutra. And that evening there was a wonderful
gathering with Him on the beach to celebrate the completion
of the twenty-three Books. He very sweetly said that the
editors had gone “a little bit crazy” while doing this service
for Him and that we would have a lot of stories to tell about
that period of service. It was a very sweet moment of His
expressing His appreciation for the great ordeal that He and
we had all endured for the sake of the communication of His
Heart-Word to all beings in all times and in all places.

To order a copy of The Dawn Horse Testament or The Knee
Of Listening, call the Adidam Spiritual Center and Bookstore
at 310-358-0555.

What Others Have Said
About Avatar Adi Da
The life and teaching of Avatar Adi Da Samraj are of profound
and decisive spiritual significance at this critical moment in
history.
—Bryan Deschamp
Senior Adviser at the United Nations
High Commission for Refugees
There exists nowhere in the world today, among Christians,
Jews, Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists, native tribalists, or any other
groups, anyone who has so much to teach, or speaks with such
authority, or is so important for understanding our situation. If
we are willing to learn from him in every way, he is a Pole
around which the world can get its bearings.
—Henry Leroy Finch
Author, Wittgenstein - The Early Philosophy and
Wittgenstein - The Later Philosophy
I regard Heart-Master Adi Da as one of the greatest teachers in
the Western world today.
—Irina Tweedie
Sufi teacher; author, Chasm of Fire

This final passage is taken from the Epilogue of The
Dawn Horse Testament:
. . . I Would Have all beings Hear My Word (That
Calls The Heart To My Heart-Grace), and See My
“Brightness” (Who Is Not “Other”) Face To Face, and (By
This Great Fortune) Grow To Realize The Divine HeartSecret Of Existence (Even Now)—but I Must Also Tell You
That What Is Truly Secret (or Inherently Hidden From The
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Calendar of Events

He is a great teacher with the dynamic ability to awaken in
his listeners something of the divine Reality in which he is
grounded, with which he is identified, and which in fact, he
is.
—Israel Regardie
Author, The Golden Dawn

The Adidam Bookstore & Center of Los Angeles
8572 Melrose Avenue
“I Have Come For The Sake of All Beings” - Introductory
Event
The great mystery of who Adi Da is and what he has come to
give is not a claim to be believed but a joyous secret to be
discovered at heart.
Countless people have already
experienced this overwhelming and wonderful surprise and
have become devoted to Adi Da as their beloved spiritual
master and divine liberator. Once the depth of that secret is
revealed nothing is ever the same again. Join us every
Saturday from 5:00 – 6:30 pm for a weekly introduction to
the extraordinary life and teaching of Avatar Adi Da.

It is obvious, from all sorts of subtle details, that he knows
what IT’s all about . . . a rare being.
—Alan Watts
Author, The Way of Zen, Man and Woman,
and In My Own Way
I regard the work of Adi Da and his devotees as one of the
most penetrating spiritual and social experiments happening
on the planet in our era.
—Jeffrey Mishlove, Ph.D.
Host, PBS Series “Thinking Allowed”;
Author, The Roots of Consciousness

Wednesday Educational Evenings
Join us every Wednesday from 7:30 – 9:00 pm to participate
in our on-going study courses. This is our forecasted
schedule:
- The Knee of Listening Course - 9/8 – 10/20
Cost: $60/month. You can audit one class for free. Before
joining you must attend a Saturday introductory event.

We Praise and Acknowledge the Following
People Who Deepened Their Formal Relationship
to Avatar Adi Da in August:

Prestudent Course
This class meets at our Center in LA and can also be taken by
conference call for people that live at a distance. Call 310358-0555 for more information.

New Third Congregation Members
Daisy McCrackin, Los Angeles, CA

SUPPORT FOR THE SPIRITUAL
CENTER & BOOKSTORE

The Heart’s Connection is published by The Outreach Department of
the Southwestern Region in cooperation with the Third Congregation
Office of the Advocacy Department of the Eleutherian PanCommunion of Adidam. For more information please contact Tim
Peterson at 310-358-0555.
 2004 The Avataric Samrajya of Adidam Pty Ltd, as trustee for The
Avataric Samrajya of Adidam. All rights reserved.
Perpetual copyright claimed.

As the Adidam gathering in Los Angeles area has
begun to grow this past year, the Center on Melrose Avenue
(now formally the "Adidam Spiritual Center and Bookstore"
of Los Angeles) has continued to be renovated and
developed.
Some of the features for the new Adidam Spiritual
Center and Bookstore are . . . an Altar/Temple Space
(completed), CD listening station, a Flat-Screen TV
(completed), Modular Wall with History of Adi Da Samraj,
and an Outside Courtyard Garden and seating for
contemplation and study.
You are formally invited to help us renovate this
important and unique space. Help us with your financial
support. To date we have raised $1300, and the total amount
needed is $12,000.
Your contributions (by check) should be made to
"ADIDAM" with "SUPPORT FOR CENTER" in the memo
line. Mail to 8572 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90069.
Call 310.358.0555 for credit & debit card donations. Visit the
Center Tuesday through Saturday 11am - 7pm.
Thank you very much for your generous support,
and remember that these donations are tax deductible.

What’s New in the Bookstore
Two New CD’s!
1. Nothing Is At It Appears/Reality Is Paradox
2 CD set - $26.95
2. The Impulse to God-Realization
Single CD - $16.95
Call 310-358-0555 to order. Visa, MC and Discover are
accepted. We will ship in 24 hours. We can ship “media-rate”
to save you money!
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